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Incremental effectiveness, avoided cerebrovascular accidents

Adhering to guidelines prevents cerebrovascular accidents,  

but at higher costs – a health economic evaluation of stroke  

prevention strategies in atrial fibrillation 
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DISCUSSION:  

Guideline adherence outperforms  

current treatment practice in terms of 

avoiding cerebrovascular accidents. The 

incremental cost of decreasing the inci-

dence may appear acceptable, when 

considering the human burden of afflict-

ed patients and their relatives.  

BACKGROUND: 

Globally, non-valvular atrial fibrillation is a leading cause of is-

chaemic strokes. In 2012, the European Society of Cardiology 

issued new guidelines on pharmacological  

stroke prophylaxis in atrial fibrillation.  

However, adherence to stroke  

prevention guidelines has  

previously been shown to  

be erratic, which may  

jeopardize patient safety  

and carry high costs to  

society. 

The purpose of this study  

was to model the value and  

economic impact of guideline  

adherence to the current guidelines  

from the European Society of Cardiology,  

compared to ‘current treatment practice'.   

 

DESIGN AND METHODS: 

In a cost-effectiveness analysis, two scenarios were compared; a 

scenario reflecting ‘current treatment practice’ versus a hypothet-

ical scenario reflecting complete guideline adherence. Information 

and data on input parameters were retrieved from the literature. 

 Markov decision model  

 Time horizon: 10-year  

 Perspective: The Danish health sector, incl. patient-paid 

costs of medication 

 Effectiveness measure: Cerebrovascular accidents, i.e. 

ischaemic strokes and intracranial haemorrhages 

 Included clinical events: Ischaemic strokes, transient is-

chemic attacks, systemic embolisms, and intracranial and 

extracranial haemorrhages  

 Patient characteristics: The ‘average’ Danish with atrial 

fibrillation (age 70, no previous stroke)  

RESULTS: 

Model-predicted 10-year incidence of cerebrovascular accidents: 

 Current treatment practice: 38 per 100 patients 

 With complete guideline adherence: 22 per 100 patients 

 

           The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio amounted to 

  €4455 per avoided cerebrovascular accident for the sce- 

    nario reflecting complete guideline adherence compared 

     with the scenario reflecting current treatment practice’. 

     Sensitivity analyses revealed the result to be largely ro-

    bust.  

CONCLUSIONS: 

Based on the current level of evidence, the model indicates that 

complete adherence to the guidelines from the European Society 

of Cardiology reduces the incidence of cerebrovascular accidents, 

i.e. ischaemic strokes and intracranial haemorrhages with an  

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of € 4455 per avoided cere-

brovascular accident compared with ‘current treatment practice’. 

Figure 1: Incremental cost-effectiveness scatterplot of guideline adherent treat-

ment compared to ‘current treatment practice’. Based on probabilistic sensitivity 

analysis. 
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